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Abstract
This conceptual map and status panel based on interstellar travel with exploring the universe as a theme. Normally,
the cockpit of the rocket is matched to the space station by rotating in a weightless state, which is not appropriate
when the spacecraft simulates the earth's gravity in the future. In the visual effects of the science fiction movie area,
most studies are using at the control panel for controlling spaceship. Differences in galactic rotation also increasing
difficulty in the spaceship is finding the right angle and match to one planet or international station. The astronaut
cannot easily know the ship's position of configured space trip when they drive their ships while within a planetary
system. The interstellar course has significant and unique functions when checking directions and flight status, in
particular, the distribution of visual layers and the use of three-dimensional images. The goal is creating one
conceptual course map with simplified ship status control panel, which have fictitious conditions of travel situation
and significant visual hierarchy, and two - dimensional and three - dimensional space for rational interface layout.
Methods of design focused on the functional exploration and interface design. Use a variety of design software to
design to achieve the objective. Display cosmic coordinates, directions, and defenses in three dimensions, therefor,
gravity changes, and distances can be shown on the map and guidance in advance.
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1. Introduction

Although the way to capture space data and control a rocket or space station in space is through multi-type
computers, existing methods do not get rid of the size of the screen in real life. The traditional method is the
interface of the control panel shows on one or multi-platforms or touched screens. The direction of the rocket is
predetermined and monitored by signals and cooperative satellites. The purpose of a rocket is to send a satellite or
spacecraft into space, so what works in space for a long time is that a satellite or spacecraft, not the rocket itself. If a
satellite or spacecraft needs to change angle or orientation, it changes direction with different attitude engines in
space or be programmed with the angle of a rocket before launch. Trip plans made and controlled by the control
center. Besides, every event will be recorded in detail in the system, the path plan will be shown using a signal
diagram. Since rockets or the spacecraft are escaping gravity while orbiting the Earth, short, weightless flights in
space also make it easier to change direction. However, in space, there is no east, west, south or north, the planet
rotating and around one fixed star, meteoric stream maintains on one position or keeps rotating and fly by a kind of
gravitational force. Path plans may change with the direction and location of the international space station. If the
spacecraft simulates the gravity of the earth, people will be more comfortable to live and walk inside. Takaaki et al.
(2011) in book Field Propulsion System for Space Travel: Physics of Non-Conventional Propulsion Methods for
Interstellar Travel, said that “Although a small amount of navigation time (3 days) is not the problem, but in the
case of travel more distantly to a remote planet from the Earth, it is an already dreamlike story because the speed is
too low in current rocket technology.” When flying to other space station which angle and the horizontal position
different from the spacecraft, not only just about distance and speed, it is hard to change the direction and body
position of spacecraft immediately when arriving. And it is difficult to get relative path conditions and plans from
the monitoring screen. Since future travelers would like to control it for a long-time trip, every command and
content limited to screen size, or the default tapping points. Also, the cost of learning is extremely expensive, if
space travelers are not professional astronauts, it is difficult to get the information needed in time.
By far the most widely used data on stars and movements of dust or planets in the universe has been in the field of
astronomy, although astrophile think of them as attractive data centers despite their design couldn't compete with the
special effects of the movie. The universe is huge and planets data is complex, astronomers at the HarvardSmithsonian Center for Astrophysics (CfA) have created a map of the universe called the 2MASS Redshift Survey.
Taking more than 10 years to complete this three-dimensional map and more than 43,000 galaxies within 380
million light-years from Earth recorded. The technology is available to observe the location of planets, dust, comets
and other objects or gases in the universe. But in space flight, there are currently no long-distance locations and
navigation systems that can indicate different station locations via stereo images.
Science fiction movies and visual effects don not fit the physical reality as well as the real world. The control screen
or map in science fiction movies abandons the traditional physical buttons and focuses on using the screen and offscreen to offer users to use various technological interfaces and interactive methods. Therefore, imagination would
be better used in the interface design area. Interface design demonstration can be combined with on flat places or in
the air. In science fiction movies or games, functions, interaction methods, and color selection according to different
movie themes. Besides, not only just in one electric equipment, the interface is capable of arbitrary transfer of
multiple devices. For the most part, the demonstration of how a spacecraft can change course or coordinate in space
doesn't have to do with whether it's realistic or not. Their role is to set off the film. A design based on a particular
scene or story.
Although modern technology has not yet made it possible to build a habitable space station in outer space of each
planet, this does not stop people from dreaming of living in the universe. When people have been living in space and
can control one spaceship which mimics the to simulate the gravity of the Earth to fly to another planet, the contents
of navigation displays are especially important for interstellar travel. There is no conceptual design that can combine
changes in gravity with space travel paths in a cosmic coordinate system combining six positions. Combination of
space flight, science fiction concepts and cosmic data may open a new chapter in the conceptual design on the
course map. The goal is creating one conceptual course map with simplified ship status control panel, which have
fictitious conditions of travel situation and significant visual hierarchy, and two - dimensional and three dimensional space for rational interface layout. Background in a fictional future science fiction world. Methods of
design focused on the functional exploration and interface design.

2. Methods

This design has absorbed the properties of the physical world and creative ideas together. The main research
materials are divided into three types that modern technology, science fiction and astronomy, which based on a
research paper, publications, videos and photos. From these materials extracted knowledge that is helpful for design,
details of the function, style trends, and information about the universe. In function design, the meaning of the basic
parameters, situation of flight and control, docking with the space station, as well as post-launch status, can be
referenced to rockets and civil aircraft, which are Saturn V, Dragon of SpaceX and Boeing 737 in modern science.
In interface design style exploration, representative of science fiction films and games. Data of galaxies and
coordinates about the universe are referenced in books on astronomy fields.

2.1 Research for Function Design
Derived the required functions from real situation and methods. In the Saturn V Flight Manual (2012), the steps of
transmitting the capsule into space, before launch, into space, docking with the space station. A series of checks are
carried out before the rocket is launched, different tables and instruments also detail the rocket's current status, flight
angle, pressure values and other data, changes to different states are also documented in detail. Despite the
availability of computers and launch procedures, the astronauts are required to review the overall situation and check
with the ground contact center. Although, for now, the launch site is on the Earth, it's likely that in the future, the
launch site will be in space. If you launch a mission in space, the advantage is that any spaceship does not need to do
orbiting but can directly correct its destination coordinates and flight angles before taking off.

[Figure 1. Flight Director Attitude Indicator of Saturn V. P 3-5]

In terms of space flight activities in recent years, dragon capsule of SpaceX docked to the International Space Station
need extremely precise docking and use the engine to make position changes.

[Figure 2. Dragon capsule, slight change of position depending on the intensity of the jet. Image downloaded from
https://youtu.be/Jd_aIRkI5ws]

[Figure 3. The docking module USES a camera and detector for docking and aiming. Image downloaded from
https://youtu.be/Jd_aIRkI5ws]

This is because the space station and the capsule are two different modules fit together. However, because of the
larger size of future spacecraft and space stations, such close docking in a weightless environment may not happen,
and it is more likely to be matched by distance and bearing signals received during flight. In addition, the mimic
gravity of earth may change the way of docking, which not affect the perception of human should also be

considered. If in the travel distance, the conversion of the spacecraft starting point and endpoint before entering the
terminal is according to the coordinate point and distance of the reasonable calculation, perhaps minimizing the
perception of spatial variability and navigating smoothly.

[Figure 4. The pilot's panel on a Boeing 737 Image downloaded from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6GsckqfAud4]

The PFD (primary flight display; left) and ND (navigational display; right) present the important information when
driving and is the basis of navigation direction. The pilots can see if the flying attitude is correct and the altitude
value. ND show information about the next waypoint and some general position information. Even if the autopilot
mode is on, the pilot can use the two instruments to check the flight path, the plane's direction and status. And
because of the gravity of the earth and the horizon, and because of the reference to the surface during takeoff and
landing, they can fully understand the changes in space.
Not only does spatial data need to be taken into account in the universe, but the timing of each planet should also
appear in the design. According to astronomical data, the autobiographical time of each planet is different, which
suggests that maybe in the future, space stations on each planet will carry out time statistics according to the time
region of the planet. For example, one rotation of the Earth takes 23 hours and 56 minutes, Saturn rotates in 10
hours and 14 minutes, their rotation times differ by more than 10 hours. Therefore, the date and time display
methods must be considered in the function design. The locations of stars, nebulae, galaxies, dust, etc. in the
universe can be detected and observed, and distances can be calculated.

[Figure 5. Panoramic view of the entire near-infrared sky above the Earth reveals the distribution of galaxies beyond the Milky
Way. Blue objects are nearest sources, green are at a moderate distance and red are the furthest. Image courtesy of HarvardSmithsonian Center for Astrophysics. Image downloaded from https://www.cfa.harvard.edu/news/2011-16]

Hence, in the future, obstacles, black hole, pollutants and hazards can all be predicted by flight path before the
flight, and the safe path can be displayed accordingly. It is assumed that when cosmic data is fully available, travel
path planning becomes simple and accurate. The purpose of the travel path plan is to keep the ship safety and reduce
energy wasting. Based on universe data, the path can be reprogrammed even if the course is changed temporarily but
the endpoint remains the same in space traveling.

2.2 Research for Design Style
Three types of research materials are used in design research, Chinese with Greek astrology application, astroobservation websites, and sci-fi movies. They were chosen for the simple reason of combining accepted aesthetics in
now with ancient, modern, and futuristic science for design research. Ancient China and Greece both had astrology
and stargazing, heavenly stems and earthly branches, constellations, the movement of stars and constellations.

[Figure 6. What Is An Astrology Chart? The Birth Chart Explained. Image downloaded from https://astrostyle.com/astrologybirth-chart/]

Linking people's fate, and behavior may seem superstitious to modern people, but in ancient times, people created a
very beautiful and designed representation of the astrological chart. Maybe these are ancient “science”. Therefore, if
the design of the astrological chart is replaced by the joint coordinates of the galaxy, the coordinates will be used to
make the orientation of the starting point and the destination clear, and the points will be aligned, It can also be a
new way of designing coordinates. On the astronomy software, Stellarium (2020), Stargazers can easily watch the
movement of stars around the world that are geographically related, meteors and the introduction of coordinates.
Satellites, asteroids, meteorites can be autobiographical, orbiting, or flying material, their trajectories have been
recorded by astronomers and studied for a long time. So, the location of the space station associated with the flight
path of the spacecraft, if based on the individual planets, can also be recorded in detail in the future. The display
method can be signal points, and different sizes or levels of space stations can be represented by different signal
point patterns.
Technical user interfaces in science fiction movies and games are extremely strong design style. Data visualization
is the basis of these interface designs and using the complexity of the lines to exaggerate the sense of technology.
Color and mostly fluorescent monochrome as the basis, multicolor hints as to the auxiliary, so as to facilitate the use
in dark environment. If the role in movies wants to display a certain kind of object in interfaces, it is mostly
presented by the stereo model. The detailed information and significance of the data are not specific. Many elements
are not explained with practical significance, and the visual effect becomes the most important focus. In practical
terms, if all the data are displayed on the same platform, it will actually increase the user's search time. In conceptual
design, trying to show only the basic items, and more relevant information can be viewed through secondary
operations or controls. In the course of the spaceship, in most cases, after the course is set, the mode of the automatic
pilot will be carried out. Even now, the flight of the aircraft is also the same, so the “future” interface displayed can
be more oriented to the basic state of navigation and essential status.

2.3 Function Definition
After specific research and analysis, the main functions will be divided into four parts. Status Panel of Spaceship, in
space travel, the conditions of the ship are versatile during flight, and this panel displays data that can affect flight
safety. Astrolabe, which is an indication of the correct route. Travel Path, the situation of the route. Contact,
connection and docking information between the start place and end place. Other supplementary data will be defined
in conjunction with the map. For a detailed function definition, see User Interface Specification in 2.4.

2.4 User Interface Specification
Combined two-dimensional and three-dimensional display in interface design. Display the map area and status panel
on the flat, the flight distance, speed, event record, direction and time are shown in the air. This design model has
advantages that spatial differentiation and focus differentiation, six sides of the cuboid are used as the interface
display area and when driving begins, the driver or navigator can see the change of distance directly.
The group of hexagons was an essential selection when designing the map background. Although square or fishnet
regular shape grid is a type of shape used in some science fiction interfaces, a hexagon is the better choice. One of
the features is to match this map design when six-point coordinates are needed to determine the ship's position.
Explains according to the analysis on the ArcMap Website and Colin P.D. Birch (2007) that “When comparing
polygons with equal areas, the more similar to a circle the polygon is, the closer to the centroid the points near the
border are (especially points near the vertices). This means that any point inside a hexagon is closer to the centroid
of the hexagon than any given point in an equal-area square or triangle would be (this is due to the more acute
angles of the square and triangle versus the hexagon).” Hence, the baseline of the map is determined to be a
hexagon.

[Figure 7. Compared with the square mesh and the hexagon mesh, the hexagon mesh is closer to the circle. Why hexagons?
Image downloaded from https://cantinacreative.com/endgame]

The design process is to draw the draft of different interfaces, and then the draft in the software for a second
creation. Changing the different 3D patterns when drawing a black and white pencil sketch ensures that the previous
plan can be followed during post-production.After the draft of the drawing is sorted out, the interface design is
carried out on the software and the details are depicted. The user interface specification explains the function
features and interface style.

2.4.1. Basic Situation of Ship

[Figure 8. Status Panel. Author's own design]

A. Power Transverters
One main transverters in the center, 8 of them around it, the power lines from the center spread to different
main power connectors.
B. Main Power Connectors
Visual representation of the power transmission. The numbers represent the transmission to different areas.
C. Thruster Levels
Shows the usage of power with thruster.
D. Stabilizers
Total of eight stabilizers, when there is a problem with the stabilizers, the situation will be shown here.
E. Teeter Position
This area will demonstrate teeter in the air.
F. Energy Conversion
Energy conversion during using or translating. Best:80%~99%. Good: 60%~80%.
G. Force Field
Keep the spaceship away from special harmful substances in the universe. 2 main field in the center, 6
second fields around ship. 6 detection devices assist in the integrity of the force field.
H. Hull Protection
Interlacing display of hull protection net.
I.

Basic Situation
The basic condition of survival is shown, and the external corrosion of hull will be reported in time.

J.

Atomic Clock Position
Demonstration of Atomic Clock in the air.

2.4.2. Atomic Clock

[Figure 9. Atomic Clock. Author's own design]

A. Thousandths of Second Motor
The pointer rotates, and the ring also moves according to the rotation of the pointer, indicating a change in
the motor.
B. Main Part of Atomic Clock
Shows the area number, time zone, the time, and the overlap of different time zones. As the ship moves, the
positioning cursor moves with time changing.
C. Coincident Time Zones
The text shows the same overlapping time zone as the ship passes.
D. Arrival Time
Shows the destination number, time zone, time.
E. Estimated Travel Time
Calculated travel time for the trip.
F. Departure Time
Shows the departure place number, time zone, time.

2.4.3. Teeter

[Figure 10. Teeter. Author's own design]
A.

Balance Marks
Maintaining the position for showing the ship on a horizontal position.

B.

Resonance of the Balance ball
As the balancer begins to move, this line provides feedback on the elimination of spacecraft noise and vibration as the
balance changes.

C.

Zones for Gravity Spears
The gravity spear will move in this spherical region with the change of gravity.

D.

Visually Gravity Spears
34 gravity spears will be moved by the command to match the spaceship rotation angle.

E.

Gravity Cones
The gravity cone rotates to maintain the required gravity of the spaceship.

F.

Range of Stable Cone
Stable Cone moves and rotates in this area.

G.

Stable Cone
At right angles to the horizontal line. Will move as the ship rotates, helping the ship stay stable.

H.

Text of Gravity situation
Correct/Incorrect, Start Changing/Finish, Worry/Point of Failure/Cleared.

2.4.4. Brief Port Information 1

[Figure 11. Departure information, trajectory. Author's own design]

A. Port Tag
Numbers, Zone, Name and general place infographic.
B. Trajectory Plan
According to the direction of the ship, the specific starting point position and the situation.
B-1. Horizontal Pointers
Standard for Angle and horizontal position in the direction of departure from the port.
B-2. Maximum Deviation Points
Any deviation within the maximum deviation line is acceptable, but a warning is issued when the
range is exceeded.
B-3. Auxiliary Ring
When the benchmark ring moving and changing the angle, this auxiliary ring will be the standard.
B-4. Lateral Misregistration Region
If the calibration ring is offset, this area is the left and right fault-tolerant area.
B-5. Calibration Ring
Combined same two half rings, When the launch angle is exactly right, the position will on center.
When the ship's angle is not consistent with the best departure direction, The angle and position of the
ring also change.
B-6. Horizontal Standard Line
Indicates whether the ship is in the same direction as the port when entering or leaving the port.
B-7. Horizontal Center
One of the criteria for correct departure directions to check when the gravity conditions match the
origin.

B-8. Present Coordinate
The overlap and coordinates of the tracks.
B-9. Harbor Number
The port number and the coordinates of the ship position.

2.4.5. Brief Port Information 2

[Figure 12. Departure information, communication. Author's own design]

A. Communication Signal
Displayed signal connection.
B. Pratique
Entry and exit clearance status and expiration time.
C. Liaison Officers
Responsible for guiding the main contact person for entry and exit.
D. Station Zone
The regional conditions and coordinates of the international station.

2.4.6. Trajectory Plan Additional Information

[Figure 13. Trajectory signal. Author's own design]

A. Center Locating Ring
This ring as a standard when the When the calibration ring unmatched.
B. Cursor
Shows the top of the calibration ring. When it matches with the top pointer, which ship is going in the right
direction.

2.4.7. Azimuth Spin

[Figure 14. Azimuth Spin. Author's own design]

A. Coordinate Points
A coordinate is determined by 6 coordinate points. Shows the starting or ending point of the ship's gravity
changing.
B. Moving Range
When the ship starts to move in order to rotate to another angle, the coordinates change and move in this
region.
C. Auxiliary Lines for moving points
Spin points move with this trajectory before the ship starts changing.
D. Second Set of Coordinates Scale plate
The second set of coordinates changes position here according to the change of the entry point and the exit
point.
E. Entry Point and the Exit Point
The starting point matches the coordinates of the ship as it moves into the varying gravity range.

F. Paths
Demonstrates the situation of rotation and movement when ship starts changing gravity.
G. Path Region
Follow the ship to move and change the angle.

2.4.8. Astrolabe

[Figure 15. Astrolabe. Author's own design]

A. Departure Coordinate
Spherical coordinates show the position of the ship at the starting point.
B. Coordinate Interval
The change of coordinates of the ship's direction is shown according to the coordinates of the destination.
C. Direction Arrow
The pointer will show the direction of travel, correction of coordinates.
D. Direction notice
Correct or incorrect direction demonstration.
E. Prediction
Shows the ship changes parallel directions in the universe.
F. Destination Coordinate
Displays the destination coordinates. The astrolabe will automatically correct the direction, base on the
destination coordinate.

2.4.9. Logbook-Space station for auxiliary flight

[Figure 16. Vialog. Thumbnail of the journey, the flight path. Author's own design]

A. Journey Vialog
Information about the starting point, ending point, and distance.
B. Brief Roadmap
Briefly shows distance, the route of the ship, and the path of travel and the orbits of other related planets.
C. Summary of ISS
Cooperative space stations on the voyage.
D. Assistive Service Options
The adjacent space station during the voyage will do some route assistance and so on, as shown here.

2.4.10. Logbook

[Figure 17. Management Team. Speed. Event Auto-recording. Author's own design]

A. Management team members
Information about the primary officers and captain signature.
B. Speed Situation
Detailed recording of changes in ship speed.
C. Event Recording
Detailed documentation of the ship's systems, engines, and cockpit commands.

2.4.11. Ship Connection

[Figure 18. Umbilical connection situation with ship. Author's own design]

A. Umbilical Connections
Umbilical connections, it's the connection between the ship and the launch pad. Before the ship starts
moving, umbilical line will be disconnected with the ship.

2.4.12. Speed Detail Chart

[Figure 19. Speed Detail Chart. Author's own design]

A. Speed Percentages
Shows the speed of the spacecraft. It has an effective rate of 75%.
B. Switching Situation
When speed switching, the response and switching of different acceleration and deceleration components.
C. Speed Curve
To estimate the speed required for the entire journey.

D. Acceleration Points and Safety Areas
Shows the frequency of the speed change and the safety zone when the speed change occurs.
E. Attachment of pollutants
To estimate the adhesion of contaminants on the hull surface. The size of the area indicates the
disappearance of the adhesion and residence of pollutants in flight.

2.4.13. Satellite Network Chart

[Figure 20. Satellite Network Chart. Author's own design]

A. Signal Partition
Although only the pilot signal will be transmitted to the cockpit, the spacecraft may receive different
confirmation signals to confirm other conditions.
B. Contacted the Satellite
The location of satellites and their movements are communicated in real-time during flight.
C. Satellite
Different satellite stations can help reduce the capacity of consumption.
Rotation: Assists in turn to another direction.
Gravity: Assists in change to different gravity.
Air: Supplementation and filtration of required elements in the air.
Hydrone: The hydrone of the hull can be tested, filtered and screened.
Water: Inspection, filtration and addition of water to drinking water systems.
Power: Flight energy support and repair.

2.4.14. Basic Elements of Map

[Figure 21. The signal that will appear on the map. Author's own design]

A. Ship Mark
Ship’ s mark on the map. Arrow shows the direction of Ship.
B. Other Ships Mark
When other ships on close orbitals, this mark will display.
C. Title
Showing close objects or ships name and number.
D. Giant International Space Station Union
The mark of a large space station, the circle of dots means the station is surrounded by satellites.
E. Medium International Space Station Union
F. Small International Space Station Union
G. Navigational Points
Signal towers that help the ship identify its direction and trajectory.
H. Cordon Line
This line will distinguish between the jurisdiction area and the public area.
I.

Starting Point
Ship signal starts here.

J.

Ending Point
Ship signal finish the travel here.

K. Main Space Zone
During the space trip, it shows the ship and the space station are the main cooperative areas. The related
constellation coordinates also need to be displayed. In this region, if there may be cosmic material that
interferes with the ship, this area should warn and display the situation.

2.5 Graphic User Interface Design
In the selection of color, the application of fluorescent color in works with different themes is referred, and then six
main colors are extracted to match the state of display interface. Adobe Illustrator was used for color matching and
line modification. Adobe After Effects is used to assemble these interfaces into a whole set of designs. The font with
vertical length and digital sense is selected: Gemunu Libre. Because the design elements of the interface include
circles, rounded corners and straight lines, the font style matches the graphic design better.

[Figure 22. Color Panel. Author's own design]

[Figure 23. Perspective View. Author's own design]

[Figure 24. Top View. Author's own design]

The following images show from the pencil sketch to the final design.

[Figure 25. Map. Author's own design]

[Figure 26. Astrolabe. Author's own design]

[Figure 27. Azimuth Spin. Author's own design]

The station zone was inspired by birth chart. Use the position of the stars to determine the position of the port, and
combine coordinates to make the position more accurate.

[Figure 28. Harbor Number and Station Zone. Author's own design, Birth Chart. Image downloaded from:
https://www.reddit.com/r/AstrologyChartShare/]

[Figure 29. Basic Elements of Map. Harbor Number and Station Zone. Author's own design]

3. Results
The design visualizes the entire journey. The position of the change in gravity is estimated in advance. Course angle
and matching value change clearly. The benefit is better to space navigation and star data statistics will contribute to
the future development of mankind, whether it is aerospace or science popularization of space knowledge to the
general public. In addition, rationalizing and presenting data can make it easier for users to obtain effective
information. The designed interface was observed by three groups of six people (each group 2 people). The subjects
described their thoughts and asked questions in detail when they saw the interface. But because they do not have a
deep understanding of the elements of the universe and aerospace science, the meaning of each interface still needs
to be explained in detail. So, it was tested only at the visual level. Overall, they knew they can clearly distinguish
between the three interface display areas: the map, the three-dimensional interface around the map, and the status
display panel. Understand the journey from the map and predict the starting and ending points of the conversion
gravity in advance, also, they were aware of the position of the aircraft. And they can see what's normal and what's
not normal in-flight patterns by the colors.

4. Discussion and Conclusion
This design focuses more on interface design. Although the three-dimensional cockpit model is not designed and the
usage environment is not explained in more detail, it is not limited by the size of the hardware. Although the design
is set in a virtual future world, the search spans physics, astronomy, science fiction movies, and cartographic design
theory, it is also necessary to compare the data of different planets in the study. The sorting and refining of the data
are a test of the designer's patience.
In this special period, there was only one laptop computer for this design work. Considering the long rendering and
calculation time, three-dimensional modelling software and a large number of particle effects were not used. The
intention was to make the colored buttons into the stereo mode, in which particles would be emitted to the map

through the center of the panel to show the state of the engine. At present, long-distance flight has not reached the
necessary conditions in universe, and human beings are still constantly exploring. In practical application, this
design can be used in games or other scientific activities, so as to continuously attract people to be fascinated by the
exploration of the universe and to capture people excited about space science, to build their curiosity.
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